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We have studied the ground state of the unbound, very neutron-rich isotope of hydrogen 5H,
using the 6He(d,3He)5H reaction in inverse kinematics at a bombarding energy of E(6He)=55A
MeV. The present results suggest a ground-state resonance energy ER=2.4±0.3 MeV above the
3H+2n threshold, with an intrinsic width of Γ=5.3±0.4 MeV in the 5H system. Both the resonance
energy and width are higher than those reported in some, but not all previous studies of 5H. The
previously unreported 6He(d, t)5Heg.s. reaction is observed in the same measurement, providing a
check on the understanding of the response of the apparatus. The data are compared to expectations
from direct two-neutron and dineutron decay. The possibility of excited states of 5H populated in
this reaction is discussed using different calculations of the 6He→5H+p spectroscopic overlaps from
shell-model and ab-initio nuclear-structure calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The very exotic neutron-rich isotopes of hydrogen rep-
resent the systems closest to pure neutron matter that
can be produced in the laboratory. Their properties give
important constraints to theories describing diffuse neu-
tron matter, nucleon-nucleon interactions, and test a va-
riety of different calculational methods that can be used
to understand loosely-bound or unbound light nuclei.
The existence of pure neutron systems remains contro-
versial. Suggestions of correlated “dineutron” emission
have recently been reported [1–3]. Experimental reports
supporting the observation of the tetra-neutron have also
appeared [4, 5]. Some theoretical analyses indicate that
it should not be stable or quasi-stable [6, 7], although a
recent report of No Core Shell Model (NCSM) calcula-
tions for 4n suggests the possibility of a broad, low-lying
resonance [8]. The possibility that the exotic isotope of
hydrogen 5H, just one proton away from the tetraneu-
tron, could be observable was proposed over 50 years ago
(Refs. [9–11] and references therein). 5H, as well as even
heavier isotopes of hydrogen such as 6H and 7H [12–15],
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have been the focus of considerable recent scrutiny.
On theoretical grounds, the odd-A systems such as 5H

and 7H should be more bound than the even-A isotopes
4H and 6H due to neutron pairing, perhaps making 5H,
or even 7H long-lived enough to be observed as resonant
final states in transfer reactions [7, 16]. Evidence in the
literature for the existence of 7H is contradictory, and the
most recent study [15] casts some doubt on earlier claims
of its observation [12–14]. For 5H the evidence is more
compelling. Here we present a new study of 5H with new
determinations of the ground-state resonance energy and
width.
An early suggestion of a possible 5H ground state was

reported in 1968 by Young et al [17] who studied the
3H(t, p)5H reaction at a 3H bombarding energy of 22.25
MeV. In that work, Young et al. observed a broad (1
to 2 MeV wide) feature in the proton spectra from the
reaction peaked at 1.8 MeV above the 3H+2n thresh-
old (here the resonance energies of unbound systems are
expressed with respect to the threshold for decay into
their constituents). Although the results were suggested
to be consistent with a resonance decaying by the emis-
sion of a dineutron, the similarity of the spectra to a
four-body phase space calculation suggested that more
detailed measurements were necessary to make meaning-
ful statements about 5H. Since that time, a variety of
somewhat contradictory experimental results on 5H have
been reported.
In 2001 Korsheninnikov et al. reported a peak in

the missing-mass spectrum for the 6He(p, 2p)5H reaction
at ER=1.7±0.3 MeV, with a width of Γ = 1.9 ± 0.4
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MeV [18]. The bombarding energy in that case was
E(6He)=36A MeV. Golovkov et al., re-measured the
3H(t, p)5H reaction at a higher bombarding energy of
57.5 MeV, reporting ER=1.8 MeV, similar to [17], but
with Γ ≤ 0.5 MeV, limited by the experimental resolu-
tion [19]. This small width conflicted with an R-matrix
analysis [20] as well as with predictions from other the-
oretical analyses of 5H (see below). Possible excited
states [21], and a high-statistics correlation analysis of
the 3H+2n decay products of 5H populated in that re-
action [22] have also been described. A structure corre-
sponding to a ground-state resonance is less prominent in
missing-mass spectra presented in Refs. [21, 22], however,
and it was suggested that the narrow structure reported
in Ref. [19] may be due to interference effects from ex-
cited states. Also, it was suggested that the two-neutron
transfer reaction should only weakly populate the 1/2+

ground state.

One-proton removal from 6He has been suggested as
a particularly favorable mechanism for producing 5H in
its ground state [7, 23]. In addition to the 6He(p, 2p)5H
reaction used by Korsheninnikov, Meister et al. re-
ported 3H+2n correlations from proton-knockout data
from 6He on a 12C target [24], and gave a resonance en-
ergy ER=2.5-3.0 MeV and width Γ=3-4 MeV, rather dif-
ferent from earlier results. Another proton-removal reac-
tion that could be used to search for 5H is 6He(d,3He)5H.
Some reports of this reaction [25–27] exist. Reference [25]
gives a very narrow ground-state resonance at ER=1.8
MeV, similar to that given in Ref. [19]. Other data for the
same reaction obtained under similar conditions [26, 27]
suggest higher resonance energies and larger widths. In-
dications of highly excited proton-decaying states in 5He
were also made from 3H+p + n coincidence events, al-
though the neutron-unbound ground state in 5He could
not be observed due to the experimental conditions.

Finally, reports of the 5H ground state have also been
made from pion absorption [28, 29]. The resonance en-
ergies and widths from pion reactions are substantially
larger (ER ≈ 5 MeV and Γ ≈ 5 MeV) than those
obtained from nucleon-transfer. Previous experimental
data and experimental conditions for the measurements
are summarized in Table I.

The theoretical situation regarding 5H is also complex.
Should it exist, 5H would possess a ground-state spin and
parity of Jπ = 1/2+. Most theoretical treatments also
contain predictions for 3/2+ and 5/2+ excited states.
Many studies of 5H have utilized cluster-models of the
3-body 3H−n − n system [31, 34–36], often employing
hyperspherical-harmonics expansions [7, 23, 30, 33, 36].
A number of these calculations have been performed with
interactions determined using existing nucleon-scattering
phase-shift data [33]. Predictions for the resonance
energy and width vary considerably. These typically
range from ER near 1 MeV to as high as 3 MeV, and
widths from as narrow as 0.6 MeV [36] to as large as 4
MeV [7, 34], with most values clustering around ER ≈

1.5 to 2.0 MeV, and Γ ≈ 1 to 2 MeV. Finally, it is also

interesting to note that 5H is important in the context of
the hypernucleus 6

ΛH, which has recently been suggested
to exist as a particle-bound system [37]. The calculations
of Gal and Millener[38], and Himaya et al. [39], tie the
binding energy of 6

ΛH to the resonance energy of 5H. Ta-
ble II lists some references for theoretical works on 5H,
with the predictions for the energy and width of the 5H
ground state. Although many of these results also discuss
excited states in this paper we focus on the 5H ground
state and list only predictions for that level.
Here we present the results of a new experimental

study of the 6He(d,3He)5Hg.s. reaction. The most no-
table difference between this experiment and previous
works is the bombarding energy which is significantly
higher than the values used in earlier studies of this re-
action. Due to the extremely negative ground-state Q
value, expected to be near -20 MeV, depending on the
mass of 5H, energy conservation and momentum match-
ing can restrict the range of accessible excitation energy
in 5H, distorting the experimental lineshape and affect-
ing the deduced energy and width of 5H resonances. Such
an effect has been discussed in Ref. [22] in the context
of the 3H(t, p)5H reaction and we discuss in detail the
implications of such effects in the 6He(d,3He)5Hg.s. re-
action. Here, both the 6He(d,3He)5Hg.s. and the previ-
ously unreported 6He(d, t)5Heg.s. reactions were observed
simultaneously. The properties of the 5He ground-state
resonance are well known from neutron scattering and
neutron-transfer reactions [40]. A side-by-side compar-
ison of the 5H results with those for 5Heg.s. serves as
confirmation of the method and provides additional in-
formation about the calibration and response of the ap-
paratus.
In this paper, we first present the experimental de-

tails, followed by a discussion of the data reduction. We
then discuss the 5H lineshape incorporating the effects
of energy conservation and momentum matching with a
distorted-wave Born Approximation (DWBA) analysis of
the reaction. Finally, we consider our results in the con-
text of two different calculations of the 6He→5H+p spec-
troscopic overlap, and attempt to reconcile some of the
available experimental results.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was conducted at the National Super-
conducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) at Michigan
State University. A 55A MeV 6He beam was obtained
from the fragmentation of a primary 120A MeV beam
of 18O on a thick 9Be production target. The 6He frag-
ments were isolated using the A1900 fragment separa-
tor at the NSCL. The beam intensity was approximately
7×105 particles per second on target as determined from
the count rate observed on a scintillator detector at the
focal plane of the A1900, and an estimated transport effi-
ciency of 80% consistent with previous observations. The
momentum spread, determined by slits at the exit of the
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TABLE I. Summary of experimental results for 5H. Resonance energies are given relative to 3H+2n.

Reference Reaction Detected ER (MeV) Γ (MeV) Ebeam (A MeV)
[17] 3H(t, p)5H p ≈1.8 ≈1.5 7.42
[18] 6He(p, 2p)5H 2p 1.7±0.3 1.9±0.4 36
[19] 3H(t, p)5H t, p, n 1.8±0.1 <0.5 19.2
[21] 3H(t, p)5H t, p, n ≈2 - 19.2
[22] 3H(t, p)5H t, p, n ≈2 ≈1.3 19.2
[24] 6He(12C,X + 2n)5H t, 2n ≈3 ≈6 240
[25] 6He(d,3He)5H 3He,t 1.8±0.1 <0.6 22
[26] 6He(d,3He)5H 3He,t 1.8±0.2 1.3±0.5 22
[27] 6He(d,3He)5H 3He,t 1.7±0.3 ≈2.5 22
[28] 9Be(π−, pt)5H p, t 5.2±0.3 5.5±0.5 Eπ < 30 MeV
[28] 9Be(π−, dd)5H p, t 6.1±0.4 4.5±1.2 Eπ < 30 MeV

TABLE II. Summary of some theoretical results for 5H. Resonance energies are given relative to 3H+2n.

Reference Method ER (MeV) Γ (MeV)
[7] Cluster, Model With Source 2-3 4-6
[23] Three-body Cluster 2.5-3 3-4

[30, 31] Cluster, J-Matrix, Resonating Group Model 1.39 1.60
[33] Cluster, Complex Scaling Adiabatic Expansion 1.57 1.53
[34] Cluster, Generator Coordinate Method ≈3 ≈1-4
[35] Cluster, Complex Scaling 1.59 2.48
[36] Cluster, Analytic Coupling in Continuum Constant 1.9±0.2 0.6±0.2

A1900 separator, was 1%. The 6He beam was greater
than 95% pure, containing a <5% 8Li impurity with an
energy of approximately 315 MeV. Reactions from the
8Li contaminant were eliminated using the event selec-
tions described below. The size of the beam spot on the
target was approximately 10 mm wide horizontally with
a 5-6 mm vertical width. The contributions to the exper-
imental resolution from the beam-spot size are discussed
below. The 6He beam bombarded thin targets consist-
ing of 1.9 mg/cm2 (CD2)n and 1.2 mg/cm2 12C foils; the
12C target was used to assess the backgrounds from the
12C present in the (CD2)n target. The thickness of the
(CD2)n target was determined using alpha-transmission
measurements as well as by direct weighing of the (CD2)n
material, and is reliable to 10%.

The reaction products were detected and identified us-
ing the High Resolution Array (HiRA) [41]. HiRA is an
array of charged-particle-detector telescopes, with parti-
cle identification provided by segmented silicon detectors
and CsI(Tl) scintillator crystals. For this experiment,
HiRA consisted of 14 telescopes covering laboratory an-
gles between 2 and 14 degrees, corresponding to angles
in the center-of-mass system ranging from about 1 to 10
degrees. The solid-angle coverage of HiRA is identical to
that described in Ref. [42].

Although the beam energy is high, in the inverse-
kinematic (d,3He) and (d, t) reactions the 3He and 3H
reaction products have small kinetic energies. These ki-
netic energies are between 10 and 12 MeV for 3He, and
near 5 MeV for 3H, at laboratory angles that correspond
to the situation where the 3He or 3H particles are emitted
to forward center-of-mass angles in normal kinematics.

These angles are where the reaction yields are expected
to be the greatest.

The energies of the 3H or 4He produced from
5H→3H+2n or 5He→4He+n decays are far higher, be-
tween 140 and 300 MeV. To contend with this wide
dynamic range, HiRA was configured with two silicon-
detector (Si) layers with thicknesses of 65 and 1500 µm,
respectively, backed by four four-cm thick CsI(Tl) crys-
tals. The first Si layer (the ∆E(Si) detector) was divided
into 32 2-mm wide strips. The second layer (the E(Si)
detector) was a double-sided strip detector (DSSD) with
32 horizontal and 32 vertical strips, also each 2 mm wide.
Each DSSD pixel subtended 0.13 degrees in the labora-
tory. The low-energy particles stopped in the second Si
layer, and were identified by energy loss in the two Si
detectors. The more energetic particles penetrated both
Si layers, typically depositing between 3-10 MeV for 3H
and 10-15 MeV for 4He in those detectors. These higher-
energy particles were identified by energy loss in the sec-
ond Si layer and the CsI(Tl) crystals. For some 3H par-
ticles, the kinetic energy was large enough (greater than
approximately 187 MeV) that they could penetrate both
the Si and CsI(Tl) detectors, although all 4He particles of
interest were fully stopped. These “punch-through” 3H
ions had a different particle-identification signature than
those that stopped in the CsI(Tl) crystals and were re-
jected from the analysis. The influence of this effect was
studied using Monte-Carlo simulations and is discussed
below.

The decay neutrons were not detected in this measure-
ment. The coincident detection of the low-energy reac-
tion and high-energy decay products in different HiRA
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telescopes provided a clean signature for the transitions
of interest. The Si detectors were calibrated using alpha
particles from a radioactive 228Th source, with a typical
intrinsic Si-detector energy resolution of 50 keV. Calibra-
tion of the CsI(Tl) crystals was accomplished using the
scattered 6He beam, as well as a beam consisting pri-
marily of 168 MeV 3H that was scattered from the 12C
target.
Figures 1 and 2 show particle-identification (PID)

spectra from the Si-CsI(Tl) and Si-Si telescopes, for the
6He(d,3He)5H and 6He(d, t)5He reactions, respectively.
In each figure, panels (a) and (c) show data from the Si-
CsI(Tl) detectors that identify high-energy particles ob-
served in coincidence with the corresponding low-energy
particle identified in the two Si-detector layers. Panels
(b) and (d) show data from the two Si-detector layers
for events where the corresponding high-energy particle
of interest was identified using the Si-CsI(Tl) detectors.
Also in each figure, panels (a) and (b) represent data ob-
tained with the (CD2)n target, and panels (c) and (d)
show the data obtained with the 12C target. In the fig-
ures for each reaction, the arrows in panels (a) and (b)
point to regions of enhanced yield where the products
of the 2H induced reactions are expected and observed.
While some low-energy 3He or 3H particles are observed
with the 12C target, the enhancements in the yields of
these particles in the interesting regions disappear. For
the high-energy particles, for all data we observe a strong
group near E(CsI)≈220 MeV, E(Si)≈13 MeV that corre-
sponds to 4He nuclei produced by direct fragmentation
of the 6He-beam.

III. DATA REDUCTION

The kinetic energies of the low-energy particles were
obtained from the sum of the signals obtained from the
two Si layers. Figures 3 (a) and (b) show kinetic-energy
spectra for the low-energy 3He and 3H reaction prod-
ucts, for all laboratory angles. The data are selected
by requiring a coincidence with either a high-energy 3H
or 4He particle for panels (a) and (b), respectively. The
kinetic-energy spectra are not corrected for energy loss in
the target; assuming that the reaction takes place in the
center of the target, a 10 MeV 3He particle loses approx-
imately 480 keV, while a 5 MeV 3H loses approximately
200 keV in the (CD2)n with energy losses calculated ac-
cording to the method described in [46] used in the codes
SRIM [47] and LISE++ [48]. The peaks near E(3He)=10
MeV and E(3H)=5 MeV correspond to the ground states
of 5H and 5He, respectively. The filled histogram in Fig.
3(a) represents data collected with the 12C target, and is
scaled to the (CD2)n target data according to the number
of beam particles detected in the focal-plane scintillator
of the A1900 separator and the known target thicknesses.
The 12C target data show no evidence of a peak at any
energy. For low-energy 3H, no events survive the event-
selection criteria for the 12C target.
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FIG. 1. PID spectra for the 6He(d,3He)5H reaction. (a)
and (c): 3H particle-identification spectra from the Si-CsI(Tl)
telescopes, for events with a low-energy 3He particle identified
in the Si-Si telescopes. (a) (CD2)n target, (c) 12C target. The
polygons correspond to identified 3H particles, and the arrow
in (a) points to the location expected for the 3H particles of
interest. (b) and (d): 3He PID spectra from the Si-Si tele-
scopes, for events with a high-energy 3H particle identified in
the Si-CsI(Tl) telescopes. (b) (CD2)n target, (d) 12C target.
The polygons correspond to identified 3He particles, and the
arrow in (b) points to the location expected for the 3He parti-
cles of interest. The 3He enhancement for the (CD2)n target
is absent with the 12C target.

Additional information about the reaction can be ob-
tained by studying the correlation between the kinetic
energies of the low- and high-energy particles. Figures 4
(a) and (b) show the recoil energy plotted versus kinetic
energy of the low-energy particle for (a) 3He-3H coinci-
dences from the 6He(d,3He)5H reaction or (b) 3H-4He co-
incidences from the 6He(d, t)5He reaction. Figures 4(c)
and (d) show the results of Monte-Carlo simulations of
this correlation for the (d,3He) and (d, t) reactions, re-
spectively. Details of the Monte-Carlo simulations are
given below. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the
recoil energies accepted for further analysis of the data.
This event selection has little effect except in the case
of alpha particles in Fig. 4(b), where the restriction is
necessary to suppress events arising from 6He→4He+2n
breakup.

The 5H or 5He mass is calculated as m5 =
√

(E0 − E3)2 − p21 − p23 + 2p1p3cosθ3, where E0 =
Tbeam + mbeam + mtarget, T is the kinetic energy, E3,
p3 and θ3 are the total energy, momentum, and labora-
tory angle of the mass-3 particle, and p1 is the momen-
tum of the beam, in units where c=1. The data points
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FIG. 2. PID spectra for the 6He(d, t)5He reaction. (a) and
(c): 4He particle-identification spectra from the Si-CsI(Tl)
telescopes, for events with a low-energy 3H particle identified
in the Si-Si telescopes. (a) (CD2)n target, (c) 12C target.
The polygons correspond to identified 4He particles, and the
arrow in (a) points to the location expected for the 4He par-
ticles of interest. (b) and (d): 3H PID spectra from the Si-Si
telescopes, for events with a high-energy 4He particle identi-
fied in the Si-CsI(Tl) telescopes. (b) (CD2)n target, (d) 12C
target. The polygons correspond to identified 3H particles,
and the arrow in (b) points to the location expected for the
3H particles of interest. The 3H enhancement for the (CD2)n
target is absent with the 12C target.

in Fig. 3(c) and (d) show the 5H and 5He mass spec-
tra, plotted relative to the 3H+2n or 4He+n thresholds,
respectively. In the case of 5H, the data are background-
subtracted using the data obtained with the 12C tar-
get; similar to the background in the 3He kinetic-energy
spectrum, this background is featureless throughout the
experimental missing-mass range. As with the kinetic-
energy spectra, the missing-mass spectra are not cor-
rected here for energy loss in the target. The missing-
mass dependence of the 3He-3H coincidence efficiency
for the 5H measurement appears as the histogram in
Fig. 3(e). For 5H, the data reveal a broad peak with
a maximum near 1.8 MeV and an experimental width
of approximately 5.5 MeV. As is the case with the ki-
netic energy, the peak in the 5He missing-mass spectrum
is much narrower, with a maximum near 0.8 MeV and
width of approximately 1.5 MeV FWHM. The histograms
in Fig. 3 (c) and (d) represent fits to the data using a
Monte-Carlo procedure and are described below, as are
the lineshapes that appear in Figs. 3(e) and (f).
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FIG. 3. (a),(b) Kinetic-energy spectra of low-energy 3He and
3H particles measured in the Si-detector telescopes. The filled
histogram in (a) shows the background from the measurement
with the 12C target. (c),(d) 5H and 5He missing-mass spectra.
The solid histograms in (c) and (d) and dashed histogram
in (c) correspond to the simulated experimental lineshapes
obtained by filtering the lineshape-curves shown in (e) and (f)
through the response of the apparatus. In (e), the dot-dashed
and solid curves represent the intrinsic and DWBA-modified
lineshapes that produce a best fit to the data in (c), and the
dashed curve is a narrow lineshape identical to that shown
in (f). (f) Intrinsic lineshape for 5He calculated with from
parameters given in the literature. The 3He-3H coincidence
efficiency for the 5H measurement appears as the histogram
in (e) with the vertical scale the same as that of the left axis.

IV. PEAK FITTING AND LINESHAPE

ANALYSIS

A Monte-Carlo peak-fitting approach was used to es-
timate the resonance energy and width for 5H. This pro-
cess starts by assuming different resonance profiles for
the 5H ground state, and here we assume that only the
ground state is populated in the 6He(d,3He)5H reaction.
Nuclear-structure calculations supporting this assump-
tion are described below. For fitting purposes only, we
adopt an R-Matrix prescription [49] to parametrize the
initial 5H line shape. We use the term “intrinsic” to de-
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FIG. 4. Correlation between (a) E(3He) and E(3H) and (b)
E(3H) and E(4He) from the 6He(d,3He)5H and 6He(d, t)5He
reactions, respectively. (c),(d) Energy correlations obtained
from Monte-Carlo simulations described in the text. Good
events are selected from the regions between the dashed lines.
The z axes are logarithmic.

scribe this profile because, as discussed below, it is not
the profile expected to be reflected by the data. The
profile used here is given by:

σ(E) ∝
Γ

(E − ER)2 + Γ2/4
(1)

where Γ = 2PL(E)γ2, PL(E) is the penetrability and
γ2 is the reduced width, given by γ2 = Sγ2

s.p. The single-

particle reduced width γ2
s.p is given by γ2

s.p. = ~
2/2µR2

and S is a spectroscopic factor. The radius parameter
is chosen as r0 = 1.4 fm. We omit the shift term as it
is negligibly small here. In calculating the 5H profile we
consider only the dineutron+3H case as the 4H core is
broad and the n+4H separation energy not well defined.
We emphasize that the quantities S, γ2

s.p. and ER are
used simply as variable parameters that can be adjusted
in a well-defined fashion to produce different lineshape
profiles. For 5He, we used the well-established values for
the resonance energy and width from [40].
We used two extreme physical assumptions for the sub-

sequent two-neutron decay: (1) that 5H decay is purely
“direct” or “democratic” emission of two neutrons, or
(2) that 5H decay is a two-body process consisting of the
emission of a single dineutron. While neither of these sce-
narios is likely to be exactly correct, the two assumptions
can test the sensitivity of the experiment to different pos-
sible neutron correlations in 5H. For direct three-body de-
cay, we assume no n−n correlation, and the two neutrons
are emitted isotropically in the 5H system with their en-

ergies determined solely from the 3H-2n phase-space dis-
tribution, with their total available energy given by the
energy of the 5H system relative to 3H+2n. For dineu-
tron decay, the dineutron state is fixed according to the
parameters described in Refs. [43–45], and the dineutron
is emitted isotropically in the 5H center-of-mass system.
These choices affect only the kinetic-energy distribution
of the detected 3H particle.

A. Q-value dependence

An important consideration for reactions with very
negative Q values that are poorly momentum matched
is that the yield can depend strongly on the excitation
energy of the product nucleus. For 6He(d,3He)5H the Q
value is near -15 to -20 MeV, depending on the actual
resonance energy of the 5H ground state. This nega-
tive Q value limits the excitation energy attainable in
the reaction through energy conservation, and in addi-
tion the Q-value dependence of the cross section can
distort the profile reflected in the measured excitation-
energy spectrum, especially for broad structures. Fig-
ure 5(a) shows the results of distorted-wave Born ap-
proximation (DWBA) calculations of the Q-value depen-
dence for ℓ = 0 proton-removal cross section with the
6He(d,3He)5H reaction. The curves represent this de-
pendence for bombarding energies of 55A MeV (solid
curve) and 22A MeV (dashed curve) averaged between
θc.m.=0◦ to 10◦. The dot-dashed curve represents the Q-
value dependence averaged between θc.m.=20◦ to 40◦ at
22A MeV. Each curve is normalized to the cross section
at Q= -12 MeV. The calculations were performed using
the code PTOLEMY [50] with optical-model parameters
taken from global analyses described in Refs. [51, 52], and
the (d,3He) vertex obtained from quantum-Monte-Carlo
techniques as described by Brida, et al. [53]. The cal-
culated cross section drops significantly as the Q value
becomes more negative, more strongly so for the lower
bombarding energy. At very forward angles the falloff
with increasingly negative Q value is monotonic, how-
ever at larger angles, due to the varying position of the
first diffraction minimum in the angular distribution, the
suppression can be more complicated. At more backward
angles the precise Q-value dependence may be more sen-
sitive to optical-model parameters, but should behave in
a qualitatively similar way for different parameter sets.
Figure 5(b) shows the effect of this Q-value suppression

on the measurable line shape of a typical resonance in 5H.
The thin solid curve represents a state with a FWHM
of approximately 6.3 MeV in the 5H system. Widths
for broad resonant states are variously defined; choosing
the definition Γ=2γ2PL(ER) gives an intrinsic value of
Γ(ER)=5.3 MeV for this lineshape. The thick solid curve
illustrates this intrinsic profile modified by the forward-
angle Q-value dependence at a bombarding energy of 55A
MeV; we refer to this shape as the “laboratory” line-
shape, which would be observed in a perfect experiment
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with no modification by the experimental response. The
laboratory FWHM is decreased to approximately 75% of
its intrinsic value. At a bombarding energy of 22A MeV
(dot-dashed curve) the effect is greater with the labo-
ratory FWHM only 55% of that of the intrinsic shape,
with the laboratory peak energy shifted approximately
350 keV lower compared to the intrinsic value. For data
obtained at more backward angles, an even more compli-
cated dependence can occur, introducing structure not
present in the intrinsic resonance profile (see dot-dashed
curve). In the current analysis, this suppression is ap-
plied to all intrinsic lineshapes before they are used as
input to the Monte-Carlo simulations described below.
Due to effects such as these, care should be exercised in
the interpretation of data where, due to low bombard-
ing energies, the reaction mechanism can influence the
excitation-energy profile.

B. Monte-Carlo simulations

For each intrinsic profile considered, after modifying
the shape using DWBA calculations, events are gener-
ated according to reaction kinematics and the chosen de-
cay mode. The particle energies and angles are then pro-
cessed through a simulation of the HiRA detector, includ-
ing the effects of beam-spot size, energy loss in the tar-
get, detector resolutions consistent with those measured
with sources and well-defined beams, and the incomplete
stopping of energetic 3H particles discussed above. The
simulated experimental missing-mass spectrum is then
obtained from the simulated experimental kinetic ener-
gies and scattering angles of the low-energy mass 3 par-
ticles. We refer to the final result of this process as the
“experimental” lineshape that can be compared directly
to the measured spectrum. We investigated the effects
of target thickness and beam-spot size in these calcula-
tions. Energy loss in the target was calculated as de-
scribed in [46] as implemented in the codes SRIM and
LISE++; the two codes use the same stopping formal-
ism and give essentially identical results. We also stud-
ied the effects of the extended beam spot by simulating
a very narrow resonance, and comparing the resulting
experimental missing-mass spectra obtained with a nar-
row (1mm×1mm) or broad (10 mm× 10 mm) spots. Al-
though changes in the position of the interaction in the
target can modify the scattering angle, the very weak
dependence of the kinetic energies of the low-energy re-
action product on angle in inverse kinematics makes the
resulting calculated missing mass insensitive to the spot
size, and the simulated results for the narrow and broad
beam spots were identical.

C. Fit results

A large number of possible intrinsic line shapes were
considered and processed through the simulation chain.
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FIG. 5. (a) Q-value dependence of the 6He(d,3He)5H cross
section from DWBA calculations. The curves represent the
ratio of the cross section averaged between θc.m. = 0◦ − 10◦,
calculated at Q MeV to that at Q0 = −12.5 MeV for bom-
barding energies of 55A MeV (solid curve) and 22A MeV
(dashed curve), and θc.m. = 20◦ − 40◦ at 22A MeV (dot-
dashed curve). (b) Example of the effects of Q-value depen-
dence on the intrinsic lineshape for a state in 5H. Thin solid
curve: “intrinsic” profile, Thick solid curve: “laboratory”
profile modified using DWBA calculations for Ebeam =55A
MeV at forward angles, dashed curve: modified profile at
Ebeam=22A MeV at forward angles, dot-dashed curve: mod-
ified for Ebeam=22A MeV for θc.m. = 20◦ − 40◦. The dot-
dashed curve in (b) is multiplied by a factor of 5 for compar-
ison with the other curves.

Chi-square values were then calculated from the exper-
imental simulated and measured missing-mass spectra.
We studied the variations in chi-square as a function of
resonance energy and width, determining which intrinsic
line shape best reproduced the data. Figure 6 shows the
dependence of chi square on the laboratory peak posi-
tion (a) and width (b). Here the total number of degrees
of freedom is 45. For the peak position, Fig. 6(a) the
points include only intrinsic lineshapes where the “ex-
perimental” Monte-Carlo FWHM agrees with that of the
measured data. For the width, Fig. 6(b) includes only
intrinsic lineshapes where the simulated “experimental”
peak position coincides with the peak in the data. The
best-fit laboratory values are ER = 2.4 ± 0.3 MeV and
Γ = 4.8± 0.4 MeV, respectively, corresponding to an in-
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FIG. 6. Dependence of χ2 on (a) laboratory resonance peak
position, with the laboratory width held constant at its best-
fit value. (b) laboratory resonance width, with the laboratory
peak position held constant at its best-fit value. The lines in
(a) and (b) represent polynomial fits to the χ2 distributions of
order 3 for (a) and 2 for (b), which are used to determine the
final best-fit values and uncertainties. The minimum χ2=43.6
with 45 degrees of freedom, giving χ2

ν=0.97.

trinsic resonance energy of ER=2.4±0.3 MeV and width
Γ(ER)=5.3±0.4 MeV as defined above. The uncertain-
ties include the fitting uncertainties given by the shapes
of the chi-square curves of ∆ER=0.1 MeV and ∆Γ=0.3
MeV, with an additional contribution from the uncer-
tainty of the target thickness.

For comparison, the same procedure was used to gen-
erate a simulated experimental lineshape for the 5He
ground state, using the known values of ER=0.798 MeV
and Γ =0.648 MeV [40](see Fig. 3(f)). The histogram in
Fig. 3(d) shows the resulting peak for this narrow state,
which agrees well with the data, suggesting that the un-
derstanding of the instrumental response of the experi-
ment and treatment of the data are reliable. The exper-
imental missing-mass resolution determined for 5H from
the Monte-Carlo simulations is approximately 1.8 MeV
FWHM, dominated by energy loss of the low-energy 3He
in the target. Due to the smaller energy loss for the low-
energy 3H, the resolution is somewhat better, ≈1.5 MeV
FWHM for the 5He case.

D. Beam-like recoils and two-neutron correlations

With the best-fit 5H lineshape determined, we con-
sider whether it is possible to obtain more information
about the decay of this system from the distribution of
3H recoil energies. The correlation between the 3He and
3H kinetic energies from the best-fit simulation assuming
direct three-body decay appears in Fig. 4(c). The sim-
ulated distribution is very similar to the data, as is also
the case for the corresponding 5He calculation shown in
Fig. 4(d).
To compare the expected 3H kinetic-energy distribu-

tions for direct versus dineutron decays, Fig. 7(a) shows
the simulated distributions from kinematics only, with-
out including the response of the experiment. Here
we used the 5H resonance profile that best reproduced
the data, and the solid and dashed histograms repre-
sent the direct- and dineutron-decay scenarios, respec-
tively . The 3H kinetic-energy distribution is somewhat
wider in the case of dineutron emission, due to the larger
“kick” received by the 3H from the emitted dineutron
in the 5H center of mass frame compared to the two
smaller “kicks” from individual uncorrelated neutrons.
Figure 7(b) shows the same simulated distributions fil-
tered through the response of the apparatus, and the
corresponding data from identified 5H events. The 3H
punch-through effect cuts off the recoil-energy distribu-
tions near 185-190 MeV, however the difference between
the two decay modes is still apparant at the low-energy
side of the distribution. The points in Fig. 7 (b) represent
the measured data. Between E(3H)=175 and 200 MeV,
the difference between data and simulation arises from
the event selection applied to the data to identify 3H; the
precise shape of this selection cannot be applied directly
to the simulated data. Below 175 MeV, the data suggest
a slight preference for the dineutron-decay scenario. An
experiment with more complete 3H acceptance or addi-
tional detection of the two neutrons could provide more
information about different two-neutron decay modes.

V. DISCUSSION

We can compare the present results with those of ear-
lier experiments, as well as with different calculations of
the structure of the 5H system. Many calculations sug-
gest that in addition to the ground state, broader reso-
nances corresponding to 3/2+ and 5/2+ excited states
may be present. We have investigated the likelihood
of observing excited states of 5H in the (d,3He) reac-
tion by calculating the spectroscopic overlaps between
6He and different 5H(Jπ) configurations using both shell-
model, and ab-initio calculations with the variational-
Monte-Carlo (VMC) and Green’s function Monte Carlo
(GFMC) techniques [53, 54]. The shell-model calcula-
tions used the WBT interaction [55] and were performed
using the code NUSHELLX [56]. Table III lists the re-
sults. Both calculations indicate that the sd-shell neu-
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FIG. 7. 3H recoil-energy distributions from the decay of 5H.
(a) Simulated spectra assuming “democratic” 5H two-neutron
decay (dashed histogram) and dineutron decay (solid his-
togram) before filtering through the experimental response.
(b) Same as (a) but after filtering the experimental response.
The points in (b) represent the experimental data, and the
histograms in (b) are arbitrarily scaled to the data for pur-
poses of comparison.

TABLE III. Spectroscopic overlaps for 6Heg.s. →
5H(Jπ)+p

Method S(1/2+) S(3/2+) S(5/2+)

VMC/GFMC 1.18 0.0226 0.0172
Shell Model 1.992 ≈0 ≈0

tron occupation in 6He needed to reach the 3/2+ or 5/2+

states in 5H is negligible. For the shell model, the non-
p-shell neutron occupation is vanishingly small as are
the corresponding spectroscopic factors for 3/2+ or 5/2+

states. For the more realistic VMC/GFMC calculations,
the ground-state spectrosopic factor exceeds those of the
excited states by factors of 50 to 100, indicating that
any contribution to the (d,3He) yield from such excited
states is insignificant. This observation pertains also to
5H produced from other proton-removal reactions from
6He, such as 6He(p, 2p)5H. These results justify the omis-
sion of higher excited states in 5H when considering data
from the 6He(d,3He)5H reaction.

Prior studies of this reaction, conducted at lower bom-

barding energies, suggested a lower resonance energy and
smaller laboratory width for the 5H ground state than
in the present work, more closely in line with the early
measurements of Young, et al. [17]. It is possible that
some previous data, when compared to lineshapes ap-
propriately modified by the DWBA suppression of the
reaction yield at higher energies, may be consistent with
the present results. Although the reaction employed by
Young et al. was different from that studied in the
present measurement, that measurement was done at
such a low bombarding energy that the maximum at-
tainable 5H energy was only 2.4 MeV above the 3H+2n
threshold. This low bombarding energy made it impossi-
ble for that experiment to be sensitive to broader struc-
tures or higher excitation energies in 5H, and likely af-
fected the observed peak energy and width of the struc-
ture in the excitation-energy or missing-mass spectra.
The cutoff of the proton-energy spectra at low proton
energy/larger missing mass in Ref. [17] reflects that ef-
fect. Such limitations do not apply to later 3H(t, p)5H
results obtained at a much higher bombarding energy,
however as those authors comment that the (t, p) reac-
tion may not be optimal for isolating the 5H ground state
and it is unclear how the data from the (d,3He) and (t, p)
reactions should be compared. After initial reports of
a very narrow ground state from 3H(t, p)5H, it was sug-
gested [21, 22] that very narrow resolution-limited fea-
tures in the (t, p) missing-mass spectrum may in fact re-
flect interference phenomena between different states in
5H.

We also note that the measurement of 6He(p, 2p)5H
described in Ref. [18] was performed at 36A MeV. With a
Q value of approximately -20 MeV depending on the mass
of 5H, the maximum excitation energy attainable in 5H
was near 8 to 10 MeV, in agreement with the acceptance
cutoff of that experiment. It is possible that yield at
higher 5H excitation energies was not observed in that
measurement due to this kinematic cutoff, perhaps also
limiting the possible range of energy and width for the
5H ground state.

We have already discussed the influence of momentum
matching on possible 5H lineshapes from (d,3He); as dis-
cussed the effect is more significant at lower bombarding
energies. While it is difficult to compare the results of the
previously published (d,3He) data [27] and the present
results due to uncertainties about the properties of the
experimental setup and the influences of the nuclear re-
action, it seems possible that the published data could be
in at least reasonable agreement with the current data.
One very interesting comparison can be made between
the proton-knockout data of Meister et al. [24] and the
present results. As the energies employed in the knock-
out experiment were very high, it is likely that the 5H
profile from that experiment was unaffected by energy-
conservation considerations. The spectrum from [24]
actually agrees well with the intrinsic lineshape that is
used to produce the best fit to our data. Figure 8 shows
(a) the present data with best-fit Monte-Carlo histogram,
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FIG. 8. (a) Current data (points) and experimen-
tal best-fit lineshape (histogram)(b) 5H spectrum from
6He+12C→5H+X, data from Ref. [24] (points); best fit “in-
trinsic” profile from the present results (curve).

and (b) the data of Ref. [24] plotted with the intrinsic line
shape that produces the best-fit experimental spectrum
for the present data. The resolution from the knockout
measurement varied from 150 keV at low nn relative en-
ergies to 800 keV at E(5H)=8 MeV, and has a small addi-
tional affect on this comparison. Over the range covered
the agreement between the previous data and the curve
is quite good.

In comparison to published theoretical results, the
present results are in better agreement with the calcu-
lations that predict a broad 5H ground state, including
those of [7, 23, 34]. The predicted energies from these
calculations are also closer to the present resonance en-
ergy. We draw particular attention to the results pre-
sented in [7], where the “Model With Source” (MWS)
spectrum obtained with a “normal-sized” source is very
close to the intrinsic lineshape that describes the present
data. In those calculations, the resonance shape depends
on the method of formation (for example, proton re-
moval from 6He) and in turn the effective size of the
system. Furthermore, due to the very unbound nature
of the system, multi-channel couplings are responsible
for additional binding of the system. That calculation
suggests that two-neutron correlations arising from the
initial state in 6He should persist in 5H following proton

removal from 6He. While the present experiment does
not possess the sensitivity necessary to study such corre-
lations in detail, those ideas strongly motivate additional
measurements of two-neutron correlations from 5H decay
after formation by proton removal from 6He. The no-
tion that observable properties of the 5H system such as
the peak energy and width will depend on the formation
mechanism raises important theoretical issues regarding
the fundamental nature of such broad resonances that
merit further theoretical and experimental study.
With the calculations of Gal and Millener [38],

the present mass of 5H may also make it less likely
that 6

ΛH forms a particle-stable bound state. In
Ref [38], the binding energy of 6

ΛH is given by
B2n(

6
ΛH) = B2n(

5H) + [BΛ(
6
ΛH) − BΛ(

4
ΛH)]. With

the current value of B2n(
5H)=-2.4 MeV and the value

of BΛ(
6
ΛH) − BΛ(

4
ΛH)=2.24 MeV, 6

ΛH becomes unbound
with respect to two-neutron emission. Very similar
results are obtained by Himaya et al. [39]. Finally, the
large width of 5H also suggests that 7H, which should be
even broader, will be difficult to observe. Some rough
estimates of the 7H width [16] suggest that with the
current value of the 5H→3H+2n separation energy, the
7H separation energy should be between 4-5 MeV and
the width loosely constrained, but possibly as great as
10 MeV or more.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a new measurement of the
6He(d,3He)5H reaction at E(6He)=55A MeV. Our data
are consistent with a resonance with a laboratory en-
ergy 2.4±0.3 MeV above the 3H+2n threshold, and lab-
oratory width of 4.8 ± 0.4 MeV FWHM. When the ef-
fects of the suppression of the yield at higher energy due
to momentum-matching effects are considered, the “in-
trinsic” properties of the 5H ground state which would
be compared to theoretical predictions are ER=2.4±0.3
MeV and Γ=5.3±0.4 MeV. A simultaneous measurement
of the 5He ground state with the previously unreported
6He(d, t)5He reaction provides supporting evidence that
the present experimental results are reliable.
These values agree with those obtained from some pre-

vious measurements of 5H, but conflict with others, in
particular previous work using the 6He(d,3He)5H reac-
tion. Some previous data, when compared to resonances
shapes appropriately modified to reflect the dependence
of the reaction cross section on Q value and excitation en-
ergy, may actually agree better with the current results.
The present width continues to conflict with claims of
a very narrow 5H ground state. In comparison to the-
oretical predictions, the current results are most consis-
tent with the calculations presented in [7] and [23].
These new data can provide further guidance for theo-
retical studies of 5H in particular, as well as for the more
general problem of diffuse neutron-rich systems, and sug-
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gest that more detailed experiments where neutrons are
detected following the population of 5H with the (d,3He)
reaction would be interesting to study to search for pro-
nounced dineutron correlations in the 5H ground state.
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